CMH SEMINAR SERIES

Embodied Symptoms | Thinking, Feeling, Imagining | Neurosocial Explorations | Everyday Possibilities

Date & Time: Wed 14\textsuperscript{th} March, 5.30-6.30pm
Venue: The Williams Library, St Chad’s College

CALL FOR PARTICIPANTS & PAPERS

The PG and ECR Medical Humanities Network will soon be having its first discussion group of the new year! The theme of this discussion group will be ‘Everyday Possibilities’ within the medical humanities and related disciplines.

Intersecting with a broad range of critical inquiries, the theme speaks to topics including (but not limited to):

• Scales, times, and landscapes in the clinical encounter
• Tools, technologies, prostheses
• Cultures of care
• Material objects in healthcare
• Everyday possibilities in literature, visual arts, and film
• Interdisciplinary research methodologies

We will be meeting to discuss research related to these strands of inquiry, but we are also looking for one or two volunteers to provide an informal provocation or presentation on an aspect of their research which speaks to the theme of this session (c. 5 minutes). Please reply to Natalie Riley (natalie.riley@durham.ac.uk), if you are interested in presenting.

Find out more about the CMH PG & ECR Network, or join our mailing list, online: https://www.dur.ac.uk/cmh/postgraduateresearchstudents/